JOY McCLYMONT
OFF THE TRACK TRAINING
Fitness, Food & Motivation Mojo

Joy is on a mission to build a society where being in fantas6c health is the norm and is
recognised as the most cri6cal factor in living a quality life.
Joy McClymont is an inspirational, down to earth Aussie outback mum who is dedicated to
providing access to top level fitness, nutrition and motivation mojo for people in isolation,
whether they are somewhere in the middle of nowhere or a stay at home parent in an inner
city suburb. Through her company ‘Off the Track Training’, Joy’s programs are providing
simple, fun and achievable solutions for health and wellbeing that her clients absolutely love.
Having personally experienced the isolation of being a young mum wanting to regain her own
health and with no gyms, running
groups, aerobics classes or fancy exercise
equipment around her, Joy began to think outside
of the box, learning how to integrate fitness into
everyday life with only that which is already
available: a rock, a tree stump, a step, a can of
beans or nothing at all but a wall and a floor!
Joy helps us understand that great health is
possible no matter where people live or what
their beginning fitness level is, and - that it’s
easier than people think!
Through her role as a Personal Trainer and Health and Fitness Motivator, Joy has also helped
many people tackle chronic disease, improve self-image and develop a positive ‘can do’
attitude. Clients are also reporting benefits in other areas of their lives including positive
impacts on personal relationships, family, work and even in business.
As well as inspiring people in health and fitness, Joy also runs a large rural sheep and cattle
property with her husband and is raising and home schooling four young children! Her
background includes primary school teaching, being the school principal, achieving the Former
Half and Ironman Triathlon in France, Australia & Hawaii, endurance mountain bike riding, and
trekking, and winning the QRRRWN 2015 Strong Women Leaders Award in Business, as well
as other physical and body balance training and instruction.
As a speaker, Joy has a natural gift to motivate, inspire and encourage a positive proactive
approach to achieving great health. Joy will get your audience moving and everyone – will be
left with a smile!
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